ExakTime Mobile App
Powerful workforce management in the cloud with the simplest mobile time tracking app.
Track labor in real time, view data from
anywhere
Workers simply enter their unique, 4-digit PIN number
and tap the green ‘Go’ button to clock in or the red
‘Stop’ button to clock out—or supervisors can track and
manage a whole crew. All data is synced with the cloud
for better workforce management from anywhere.

GPS precision

iOS & Android compatible
• Works on any iPhone or iPad with iOS 4.0 to the
latest version or Android running OS 2.1 to the
latest version.

• FaceFront works on devices with front-facing
cameras using iOS 4.0 or later and Android 2.3
or later.

• Please ask your sales representative for

The software pinpoints workers’ locations at clock-in
and clock-out and uses your custom-set Geofences to
mark each timestamp as on or off-site. Our GeoTrakker
feature lets you track workers as they travel, so you
know where they are as long as they’re on the clock.

ExakTime Mobile lets you
• Track your employees with 100% accuracy on
the device you already own

• Know they’re at the job site when they say they are

FaceFront photo ID verification
FaceFront uses your device’s front-facing lens to snap
photos of workers as they clock in and out. Simply
match these with employee master photos stored in
your office computer (no more buddy-punching).

and where

• Post shifts to workers’ schedules, track
activities and budgets as projects progress
ExakTime Connect

Schedule worker shifts and tasks in advance, and
never wonder what’s happening at a remote job site.
ExakTime Mobile gives you a one-screen snapshot of
any job site with a live feed of clock-ins and clock-outs,
a running labor budget, Field Notes, weather and more.
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• See a map view of which crews are clocked in,

• Review data on the go or at your desk via

Scheduling & remote oversight

888.788.8463

additional details.

• Collect employee time card approvals with
signature on the go

• Transfer information easily to your accounting
program

sales@exaktime.com
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www.exaktime.com

Arcoro brings high-risk, high-compliance companies proven, modular HR software solutions.

ExakTime Mobile App
(continued)
Field Notes
This feature allows workers or supervisors in the field to
record text, audio or photo updates that are sent to the
cloud with one click, for review now or later in our webbased software, ExakTime Connect.
Supply needs or purchases, equipment incidents
or repairs can be easily conveyed with multimedia
updates that appear instantly on the ExakTime Connect
dashboard.

Mobile Compliance
Tracking compliance with our mobile app is easy and
reliable. Workers can review digital time cards and
approve them with a signature. You can also prompt
employees to sign off on compliance-related questions
regarding breaks and injuries at clock-out.This
information protects your business from audits, lawsuits
and fines because you’ll have digital proof of checking all
compliance boxes.

Members receive a discount! Contact us for more information.
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